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U7 TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT

7.1

Getting around (p62)

Talk about transport in 
a city

could transport /eɪ/ and /əʊ/ read a quiz about transport in 
different cities

talk about a past ability
talk about transport in a city you 
know well

7.2

A love of adventure 
(p64)

Talk about a journey

past simple 
negative

travel phrases word stress: cities read an article about a famous 
journey

talk about transport you used 
last year
play a transport vocabulary 
game

7.3

A trip to remember 
(p66)

Talk about a holiday

past simple 
questions

verb phrases connected speech listen to a conversation about an 
unusual trip
KEY SKILL Guessing the 
meaning of unknown words

SPEAKING HUB
tell a story about an unusual or 
funny holiday

7.4

Café Hub

New York (p68)

Check in and out of a 
hotel

check in and out 
of a hotel

intonation in 
questions

  watch someone checking in 
and out of a hotel

ask and answer questions at a 
hotel

UNIT REVIEW p70 WRITING (pXXVI) Write a short article about a travel experience | KEY SKILL So and because 

U8 FOOD AND DRINK

8.1

I’m hungry! (p72)

Talk about the food you 
eat

countable and 
uncountable 
nouns; some and 
any

food and drink plurals listen to a conversation about 
a diet

talk about diets
discuss food habits

8.2

What we eat (p74)

Talk about the food your 
family eats

much, many, 
a lot of

containers short and long 
vowel sounds

read an article about food 
around the world

compare diets in other countries
interview your partner about 
their diet
write a paragraph about your 
partner’s diet

8.3

Yes, chef! (p76)

Talk about ingredients 
and recipes

a/an, the, no 
article

food preparation consonant clusters read an advert about a food 
business
KEY SKILL Decoding

SPEAKING HUB
present a recipe

8.4

Café Hub

More cheese (p78)

Order food in a restaurant

order food in a 
restaurant 

stress and 
intonation

  watch two friends ordering a 
meal in a restaurant

ask and answer questions to 
order food

UNIT REVIEW p80 WRITING (pXXVII) Write an online restaurant review | KEY SKILL Pronoun referencing 

U9 SHOPPING

9.1
People watching (p82)

Talk about clothes and 
what people are doing

present 
continuous

clothes /ɜː/ listen to a conversation about 
clothes

talk about interesting clothes
talk about what you’re doing
describe someone in a picture

9.2

Job swap (p84)

Talk about what people 
do at different times

present simple 
vs present 
continuous

present time 
expressions

/ŋ/ listen to an announcement
read social media posts about 
job swaps

talk about job swaps
talk about your life now and in 
general
interview your partner about 
their job/studies

9.3

Shop till you drop (p86)

Talk about shopping 
habits and tastes

object pronouns shops and services /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ read an article about marketing 
a business
KEY SKILL Reading for genre

talk about your shopping 
preferences 

SPEAKING HUB
conduct a survey about 
shopping habits

9.4

Café Hub

Meeting Milly (p88)

Shop for clothes

shop for clothes connected speech   watch someone shopping 
for clothes

talk about clothes in a shop

UNIT REVIEW p90 WRITING (pXXVIII) Write a social media post | KEY SKILL Checking your work 
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U10 THE GREAT OUTDOORS

10.1

The right location (p92)

Talk about and compare 
outdoor places

comparatives landscape features weak forms: /ə/ 
in than

listen to an interview about film 
locations

talk about the landscape in your 
country
compare countries, landscapes 
or films

10.2

Where on Earth? (p94)

Talk about places around 
the world

superlatives seasons and 
weather

/əʊ/ and /aʊ/ read an article about extreme 
places 

talk about weather in your 
country
complete a geography quiz

10.3

Survival (p96)

Talk about living 
outdoors

verb + to + 
infinitive

phrasal verbs weak forms: /tuː/ 
and /tə/

read an article about surviving 
in the wild
listen to an interview with a 
survival expert
KEY SKILL Identifying fact and 
opinion

rank survival items by 
importance

SPEAKING HUB
write a survival plan

10.4

Café Hub

Party invitation (p98)

Make and respond to 
invitations

make and respond 
to invitations

stress and 
intonation

  watch a group of friends 
inviting people to a party

make plans with your classmates

UNIT REVIEW p100 WRITING (pXXIX) Write a product review | KEY SKILL Adverbs of manner 

U11 THE BODY

11.1

Health tips (p102)

Talk about the body and 
health

should and 
shouldn’t

the body sentence stress listen to a conversation about 
health tips

discuss healthy/unhealthy 
activities
practise giving advice

11.2

In it to win it (p104)

Talk about your 
experiences

present perfect irregular past 
participles

past participles read an article about a TV show interview your classmates about 
their life experiences

11.3

Move it (p106)

Talk about sports and 
hobbies

present perfect 
vs past simple

sports contractions read a text about an ultra-runner
KEY SKILL Understanding the 
sequence of past events

discuss extreme sports

SPEAKING HUB
interview your classmates about 
sports and hobbies

11.4

Café Hub

Get fit (p108)

Ask for information

ask for information stress and 
intonation

  watch someone booking a 
yoga lesson

ask for information about a class 
and book lessons

UNIT REVIEW p110 WRITING (pXXX) Write a recommendation on a forum | KEY SKILL Adding information with too, also and as well 

U12 MODERN LIVES

12.1
Life’s too busy (p112)

Talk about future plans

going to future time 
expressions

going to: weak and 
strong to

listen to a conversation about 
being organised 

discuss time management
talk about future plans and 
intentions

12.2

Everything will be shiny 
(p114)

Make predictions

will for 
predictions

collocations with 
get

contractions: ’ll read an article about life in the 
future

make predictions about the 
world in 2050

12.3

Communication (p116)

Talk about social media 
habits

might internet 
communication

diphthongs listen to people talking about 
social media
KEY SKILL Predicting

SPEAKING HUB
interview your classmates about 
their social media use

12.4

Café Hub

Party time (p118)

Show interest in 
something

show interest in 
something

stress and 
intonation

  watch friends giving 
compliments, responding to 
bad news and apologising

make small talk at a party and 
give compliments

UNIT REVIEW p120 WRITING (pXXXI) Write a formal email | KEY SKILL Structuring emails 
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